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FREE· Publi,shedMondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

A rook at UCF's wide receivers and
defensive backs -SEE SPORTS~A7

Wide
roads
ahead

TRANSPORTATION

WOMAN'S DIET
CURDLES
One Colorado woman's love for tofu
has been judged X-rated by state
officials. Kelly COffman-lee wanted
to tell the world about her fondness
for bean curd by picking certain
letters for herSUVs license plate. Her
plate says,UILVJOFU.1'Coffman says
to(ij isastaple.ofberfamily's:(liet .

beca~~-,re• .

Plus:

The sword and the show
CastofKrod
Mandoon put
down their
swords for air
interview. ·

Who you gonna

call? Ghost Tours
Tour parts of haunted Orlando and
maybe a ghost will follow you home!

LET THE SPIRITS
MOVE
Afledging Arkansas church will see if
distilled spirits can mix with the Holy
Spirit this EasterWeekendA new
Little Rock church called The River
will hold both.ofits Easterservicesat
The Rev Room, a bar and nightclub
in the city's River Market Pastor
Shane Montgomery said it's to
attract a new audience.

m

Breaking
news on
yourcell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

These human aren't dead! Flight
ofthe Conchords beam into the
UCFArena straight from the year
2000.
- SEE VARIETY,A10

More cash for student clubs
Budget increase means SGA
can allocate up to $14.3 million

BOTANDUFFTO
CONTINUE 2-YEAR
NEGOTIATIONS
The United Faculty of Florida and
the Board ofTrustees will be
having a Collective Bargaining
session today to negotiate their
contract from 12 to 3 p.m. in
Millican Hall in Room 243.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

FLA.MAN AMONG
CREW OF U.S.SHIP
RAIDED BY PIRATES
AFlorida man aboard a cargo ship
that was hijacked by Somali
pirates and later retaken by the
crew was worried to learn that he
would be traveling in waters off
Africa, his wife said Thursday.

NATION & WORLD,A4

IOWA, VERMONT GAY
MARRIAGE VOTES
CAUSE DEBATE
Both sides of the gay marriage
ban approved by California voters
are debating how Iowa and
Vermont's recent moves to allow
same-sex unions will affect their
state's running legal battle.
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The Student Activity
& Service Fee budget for
the 2009-2010 fiscal year
will increase by $550,000,
bringing the amount student government may
allocate to $143 million.
But even $143 million
may not be able to provide for every student's
activities.
"The
amount
of
money SGA receives
every year depends on
two things: the amount of
the Activity and Service
fee and the total. credit
hour enrollment at the
university," Activity &
Service Fee Budget Committee chair Patrick Stauffer said in an e-mail.
The fee in fall 2008
was $10.09 per credit
hour, according to the

Activity & Service Fee
Web site. With over
50,000 students enrolled,
the budget climbs into the
millions of dollars.
The fee helps fund student organizations and
buildings like the Recreation and Wellness Center and the Student
Union. It is also used for
events like Late Knights,
Universal Knights and
Homecoming.
Last year, according to
Stauffer, the fee generated
$13.75 million.
"[Handling the funds]
is one of the greatest challenges that SGA faces
every year regarding the
budget," he said in an email.
In addition to funding
campus buildings and
hosting events, student
organizations
may

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A$550,000 increase in the Student Activity & Service Fee budget will
allow SGA's ammount of allocated money to rise to $14.3 million.

request money from SGA
to finance their own
activities.
For the 2008-2009 fiscal year, eligible student
organizations requested
$1,170,146, but SGA was
only able to distribute
$600,000.
"Decisions regarding
how much to award to

student organizations are
made after talcing into
consideration many different things," Stauffer
said in an e-mail. "One
important thing is the
total cost of the program
being requested, as well
PLEASE SEE

FUNDING ON AS

Main entrance to
UCF will be eased
MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

Students who drive to campus
should benefit from Orange County's lane additions to University
Boulevard beginning summer
term.
Orange County is adding left
turning lanes on both westbound
and eastbound University Boulevard to turn onto Alafaya Trail,
according to Chief Engineer
Hazem El-Assar of the county's
traffic engineering division. In
other words, the main UCF
entrance will be easier to maneuver.
The traffic lights are also being
upgraded, El-Assar said. Their timings will change as traffic changes
throughout the day, he said.
Freshman David Jones, a prehealth sciences-allied health major,
said the construction could make
driving to UCF safer.
"[The improvements] will make
traffic move quicker and people
won't be rushing to class," Jones
said. "There would be more room
for cars to get around and less accidents."
The county is converting one of
University Boulevard's current left
turning lanes into a straightthrough lane heading east, toward
the campus's entrance. The construction on the corner of northbound Alafaya Trail and westbound University Boulevard was
the widening of the radius so the
lanes will be shifted to accommodate the additional left turning lane.
The lane improvements should
be finished in May, El-Assar said.
Could the boulevard's six lanes
help the traffic congestion flow?
"There's always a lot of traffic on
University, but it moves. It doesn't
take that long," said Jones, who
drives home at 4:30 p.m. from class
and gets caught in the afternoon
rush hour, which starts about 4:15
p.m.
Jones said he takes University
Boulevard after getting off state
Route 417 and travels through the
boulevard's heaviest road segment:
from the University Boulevard exit
to Dean Road. Last year, this segment had about 64,000 vehicles
traveling on it every day.
The Orange County Traffic
Engineering Division uses mechanical counters to obtain the annual
average daily traffic volume. The
PLEASE SEE
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Stem cell researchers guide
students through laboratory
AMANDA WELCH
News Editor

Students in UCF's f':rrst
stem cell biology class
learned f':rrst-hand from
UCF researchers Thursday
morning about how they
maintain their lab while
studying how stem cells
could help heart attack victims.
Four students from
Associate Professor Dinender Singla's stem cell class
were walked through the
steps that researchers take
every day to keep the
embryonic stem cells alive.

One of his students,
Anastasia Stenyakina, a
senior double majoring in
biology and micro and
molecular biology, said the
demonstration reinforced
the foundational information that Singla taught in
the beginning of the semester.
"People talk about [stem
cell research] all the time
and somebody who's interested in going into science
- especially going into
medicine - you need to
lmow the basics," she said
Students watched as
Singla and his wife, Reetu

Singla, the lab's research
analyst, transferred liquids
containing the cells into
different tubes and petri
dishes, placed them in a
centrifuge and an incubator, and examined the cells
on an electron microscope.
While under the microscope, the stem cells were
shown on a gridded screen
to the side, where students
attempted to count them.
PLEASE SEE
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~ For more photos:
www.UCFNews.com
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Liquid containing embryonic stem cells is put on plates in a tutorial for students
of Associate Professor Oinender Singla's stem cell biology dass Thursday.
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Collective Bargaining today
The United Faculty of
Florida and the UCF
Board of Trustees will be
having a Collective Bargaining session today
from 12 to 3 p.m. in Millican Hall in Room 243.
For more information
contact Sherry Andrews
at 407-823-1550 or by email
at
sandrews@mail.ucf.edu

The Student Newspaper at IJCF since 1968

April 10, 2009
Vol 41, Issue 37 • 12 Pages
The Centro/ Flcrido Future is the independent studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the ednorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property
of the Centml Florido Future and mey not be reprinted in
part or in whole without pem,ission from the publisher.

Need a dose of Shakespeare?
The Orlando Shakespeare Theatre in partnership with UCF is presenting
Shakespeare's
comedy,
Much
Ado
About Nothing. Student
tickets are $10 a half hour
before curtain.
The play will take
place at 812 E. Rollins St in
Orlando from 8 to 11 p.m.
For more information
see orlandoshakes.org or
contact the Box Office
Manager, PJ Albert at 407447-1700.

Catholic Mass on Sunday
At 6 p.m. on Sunday
' the weekly Catholic Mass
will take place in the Stu, dent Union in room 316.
For more information
contact Patti MacKown at
407-823-6960 or by e-mail
at
pmackown@mailuc£edu
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LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Fla. man among crew of U.S.
ship raided by Somali pirates
BRADENTON A
Florida man aboard a
' cargo ship that was
hijacked by Somali pirates
and later retaken by the
crew was worried to learn
· that he would be traveling
in waters off Africa instead
of on safer routes around
Asia or the Middle East,
his wife said Thursday.
"He knew he was. going
into all the pirates," Zoya
Qµinn said in a telephone
interview from her home.
"He was worried but he
told · me not to worry
because those pirates
never got an American
ship."
Her husband Ken is the
second mate aboard the
Maersk Alabama, a 17,000, ton U.S.-flagged cargo ship
' hijacked Wednesday off
the Horn of Africa. The
ship's 20-member crew
eventually wrested control from the pirates and
sent them fleeing to a
lifeboat - but with their
captain as a hostage.
It's the first such attack
on American sailors in
about 200 years. Kevin
Speers, a spokesman for
the ship company Maersk,
said the pirates have made
no demands yet to the
company.
Ken Quinn, 54, has been
updating his wife with
intermittent e-mails and
phone calls throughout
the ordeal. He told her the
crew communicated with
the pirates by hand signals
until they left with Capt.
Richard Phillips.
Phillips has a radio with
him, Zoya Qµinn said. "He
talks with the crew all the
time."
Quinn and the crew
held one of the pirates
hostage for about 12 hours
before releasing him in the
hopes of winning Phillips'
freedom. Quinn told his
wife he covered the
pirate's cuts with bandages
"because he was bleeding
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Off-campus SK ·on Saturday
The Knights Day 5k
will be happening Saturday from 8 to 11 am. at
Lake Sumter Community
College's South Lake
Campus in Clermont.
For more information
contact Leslee Stephens
at 407-953-9430 or by email
at
Leslee34760@yahoo.com
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER

Today
PARTLY CLOUDY
High:81°
Low:59°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

High:87°

Today: Sunshine and clouds
mixed. High 81 F. Winds SSW at 10
to 20 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy skies. Low
59F. Winds SSE at 10 to 15 mph.

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:66°

Sunday

High:84°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:67°

TheFuturewan~tohear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday edition. 5
p.m. Monday for the Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition
~
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• Talk all you want with America's Largest Mobile to Mobile Calling Family.
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• Plus, get unlimited Night & Weekend Calling and no domestic roaming
or long distance charges.
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I ..
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Get it all on America's Largest
and Most Reliable Wireless Network.

Buy any BlackBerry,® get one FREE!
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999
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on a Nationwide Calling Plan.
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OCALA 2613 S.W. 19th Ave. Rd. 352-620-0025
OCOEE West Oaks Mall 407-290··0000
ORANGE CITY 1169 Saxon Blvd., Ste. 100 386-774-1822
ORLANDO 3742 E. Colonial Dr. 407-894-5770
7720 S. Orange Blossom Trail 407-851 -9040
OVIEDO 8155 Red Bug Lake Rd. 407-365-4949
SANFORD 1615 Rinehart Rd.#107 407-321 -0186
WATERFORD LAKES 626 N. Alafaya Tri., Ste. 109 407-823-775 1
WINTER GARDEN 3107 Daniels Rd., Ste. 102 407-905-4701

Visit verizonwireless.com
to find a Club near you.
...,ijiij;AU' cUJII"

IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Cust. Agmt, Calling Plan, rebate form & credit approval. Up to $175 early termination fee/line, up to 40</min. after allowance &
add'! charges apply for data sent or received. Friends & Family: Only domestic landline or wireless numbers (other than directory assistance, 900 numbers or customer's own wirelessor
voice mail access numbers) included; all eligible lines on an account share the same Friends & Family numbers, up to account's eligibility limits; set up & manage on My Verizon. Offers
& coverage, varying by svc., not available everywhere. Network details & coverage maps at vzw.com. Limited-time offers. While supplies last. Rebate debit card takes up to 6 wks. &
exp. in 12 mos. © 2009 Verizon Wireless.
MOUA

Computer
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407,447-4555
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1-800-899-4249
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all over the ship," she said;
it was unclear how the
pirate was injured.
The seaman's father,
William Quinn, told The
Ledger newspaper in
Lakeland that his son was
set on becoming a Merchant Marine right out of
high school in Michigan. A
message left Thursday at
his winter home in Lakeland was not immediately
returned.
"I'm way past worrying
about him because he's
been in that job so many
years," he told the newspaper. "He goes all over the
world."
His travels included a
stop in Ukraine, where he
met his wife, a native of
Odessa. The couple have
been married seven years
and have lived most of that
time in Florida.
Zoya Quinn said her
husband had received
yearly small-arms training
and lately had been working on ships going to Singapore, Japan and Kuwait.

Nine people displaced in S.
Fla. house fire Wednesday
POMPANO BEACH Authorities say one man
was treated for burns and
nine people were displaced after two children
started a home fire in
Pompano Beach.
The Wednesday morning blaze destroyed the
home, along with a car that
was in the garage.
Officials say the fire
was started by two girls,
ages 2 and 4, who were
playing with a lighter
under their grandfather's
bed.
,'
The grandfather was
hospitalized after suffering second-degree burns
to his feet and a leg while
trying to extinguish the
fire. He was later released.
No one else was injured.
-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Hillsdale College editor finds
several carcasses on porch _
HILLSDALE, Mich. A student editor at the
Hillsdale College newspaper found several dead
animals on his porch a
few days after an editorial
critical of the school's
baseball team ran in the
paper.
The carcasses were
discovered early Monday
at the off-campus_ home
rented by Beyond section
editor John Krudy. The
Collegian reports that the bodies of one-and-a-half
deer, several large rodents
and a black goat had been
left on the porch.
A copy of the paper's
April 2 sports section which included the critical editorial
was
underneath the goat.
The Collegian has published an apology, calling
the editorial a mistake.
Editor-in-Chief
Joy
Pavelski said the decision
to write the editorial was
"made in haste" after a
majority of the newspaper's editorial board, facing an early morning
deadline,
could
not
decide on a topic.
"It was not our normal
process of measured decision-making," Pavelski
said.
Hillsdale
College
spokesman Christopher
Bachelder said leaving
the carcasses on the
porch was an "unfortunate" prank and the
school "has taken appropriate action in response."
"The persons responsible have apologized, the
residents of the house
where the animals were
deposited have accepted
the apology and we're
treating the matter as an
administrative
matter
that will have some ongoing consequence here at
the college," he said.
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Qurt Lee, left,and Shaun Meoak hug at a rally against Proposition 8 at San Francisco's
Oty Hall on March 4. The issue is being debated after Iowa and Vermont's approval.

Iowa, Vennont gay marriage
votes cause del:>ate in Calif.

North Korea's Kim appointed
to third term as leader

SAN FRANCISCO Both sides of the gay marriage ban approved by California voters are debating
how Iowa and Vermont's
recent moves to allow
same-sex unions will affect
their state's running legal
battle.
Gay marriage supporters are particularly interested in the Iowa Supreme
Court's ruling, which they
hope will sway the California Supreme Court to
overturn the ballot measure voters passed with 52
percent of the vote in
November.
But opponents say the
Iowa decision should have
no bearing on the essential
issue before the high court:
Whether voters have the
right to amend California's
constitution at the polls.
California's Proposition
8, similar to laws in 29
other states that ban gay
marriage, was the most
expensive ballot measure
in the nation, with $83 million poured into campaigns on either side.
The measure was introduced largely as a reaction
to the California Supreme
Court's decision in May to
legalize same-sex unions.
That ruling was extensively cited by Iowa justices in
their decision released Friday.
.
California's
highly
anticipated ruling on
Proposition 8 could come
any time before June 3.
Some 18,000 gay and lesbian couples were wed in
the 4? months it was legal
to do so in California.
Shannon Minter, legal
director of the- National
Center for Lesbian Rights,
who led the challenge to
Proposition 8 in oral arguments before the California court last month, was
jubilant Tuesday after Vermont joined Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Iowa as the fourth state to
allow gay marriage.

SEOUL, South Korea
- Kim Jong Il made a triumphant return to parliament Thursday for his
reappointment as North
Korea's leader on the heels
of a rocket launch heralded as "historic" at home
but assailed elsewhere as
provocative.
Kim, solemnly presiding over the opening session of the reclusive communist
country's
rubber-stamp legislature,
was making his first major
public appearance since
reportedly suffering a
stroke last August. He
appeared
considerably
thinner and older than
nine months ago.
Limping ever so slightly
as he arrived to a standing
ovation
from
fellow
deputies to the 687-seat
Supreme People's Assembly, he returned their
applause by clapping, then
motioned for them to be
seated, footage broadcast
on state TV Thursday
evening showed.
Legislators approved
Kim as chairman of the
powerful National Defense
Commission, an appointment that under the constitution makes him the
nation's top leader while
his father, late North Korea
founder Kim II Sung,
remains "eternal president."
"Having comrade Kim
Jong Il at the highest post
of our country again is a
great honor and happiness
for our military and people
and a great happy event for
all Korean people," a newscaster said on state TY.
The appearance may
put to rest some questions
about whether Kim, 67, has
recuperated from a stroke
that U.S. and South Korean
officials say he suffered in
mid-August.

NY judge rules in favor of
1970s apartheid victims
NEW
YORK
Apartheid victims who
accused automakers and
IBM of helping the government of South Africa
engage in violent repression to enforce racial segregation in the 1970s and
'80s can go to trial with
their claims, a judge ruled
Wednesday.
U.S. District Judge Shira
A. Scheindlin rejected
assertions by several countries that the lawsuits
should
not
proceed
because that might harm
relations between the
United States and South
Africa.
The written decision
was related to lawsuits
filed about seven years ago
on behalf of victims of
apartheid. The lawsuits
once targeted many more
U.S. corporations, including oil companies and
banking institutions, but
the number of defendants
was decreased after the
lawsuits were tossed · out
by one judge and an '
appeals court that reinstated them said allegations
needed more specifics.
After Scheindlin dismissed several more companies
as
defendants
Wednesday, the plaintiffs
were left to press their
claims against IBM Corp.,
German automaker Daimler AG, Ford Motor Co.,
General Motors Corp. and
Rheinmetall Group AG,
the Swiss parent of an
armaments maker.

Suicide bomber kills 5,
wounds 17 in Afghanistan
KANDAHAR,

Afghanistan - A suicide
bomber attacked a police
drug eradication unit in
southern Afghanistan on
Thursday, killing five people and wounding 17 others, an official said. The
Taliban claimed responsibility.
The attacker struck the
patrol in Lashkar Gah, the
capital
of
Helmand
province, a major drugproducing
area,
said
Kamal Uddin, the deputy
provincial police chief.
The members of the
force were traveling in a
convoy of vehicles headed
for nearby districts to
eradicate poppies at the
time of the blast, Uddin
said.
Five people two
police officers and three
civilians - were killed in
the blast, said Daud Ahmadi, the spokesman for the
provincial governor. The
blast also wounded four
policemen and 13 civilians,
Ahmadi said.
Two police vehicles
and three shops were damaged in the explosion,
Uddin said. He initially
reported four dead policemen, but the casualty figures were later revised by

Ahmadi.
A spokesman for the
Taliban claimed responsibility for the blast in a
phone call to an Associated Press reporter in southern Afghanistan.
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Funding money needed
FROM

Al

"This competition gets
expensive," said Melissa
Seco, vice president of
AIAA and one of the competition's team leaders.
AIAA asked SGA for
almost $12,000 to participate in both competitions.
The money went toward
the design, construction
and fees associated with
building the special planes.
SGA gave the group
$8,500 for the year.
"It's fine what [SGA]
gave us and what we did to
compensate for any extra
things that we needed to
buy, is that we went to our
department and they gave
us some more money,"
Secosaid
AIAA received enough
money to compete, but in
construction competitions,
money equals winning.
Seco said that big
schools attend these annual
competitions and usually
the more money a team
has, the better they'll do.
The challenge is finding
other sources of income.
"SGA can only give you
so much money and it's
good," she said "It's motivating so we can go out and
search for more money
ourselves."
With more money and
better planes, Seco said that
the competing teams could
bring more recognition to
UCF in the future. But even
with a larger budget,
money may still be tight.
"The student population has been rising rapidly,
which has increased the
total credit hour enrollment at the university,
increasing the revenue generated from the fee," Stauffer said m an e-mail.
"However, rising utility
costs, increased services,
and things like the Rec and
Wellness Center expansion
will be putting increased
demands on the fee every
year."
Peterson looks forward
to the challenge of providing for the student body.
"When I " take office,
there is a budget that the
SGA Executive Branch has
to utilize for the upcoming
year," he said in an e-mail ''I
plan on working toward the
many platform goals that I
laid out for our administration and the A&SF funds
that SGA receives will be a
big part of that. The funding will help us to make
UCF a better place for students."

FUNDS: GETTING APIECE OF THE PIE
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as the previous funding
that the program has
received Many organizaUCF'S AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
tions request either the full
CIVIL ENGINEERS
cost of a program, or a sig$9,000
nificantly higher portion of
the costs than has previousCOLLEGE REPUBLlcANS
ly been funded by SGA"
$4,000
Some
organizations
THE CYPRESS DOME SOCIETY
received all of their
$5,000
requested funding.
UCF's American SociCHOCOLATE CLUB
ety of Civil ~ngineers
$4,300
requested and received
$9,000 from SGA for its
annual concrete canoe and
steel bridge competitions.
College Republicans
'We understand we are
were granted $4,000 to
attend a conference with 16 only going to get funded for
a few events," said Kevin
of its members.
The Cypress DomeSo- Eaton, Campus Crusade for
ciety, UCF's literary organi- Christ president.
Campus Crusade for
zation, was provided $5,000
for the annual publication Christ asked for $12,500 (or
of its journal.
its Atlanta Christmas
But even a multimillion- conference and UCF-based
dollar budget will not fund Welcome Week. Part of the
every request from student money the organization
organizations. In fact, the needed would also have
majority of student organi- gone toward its fall retreat,
the
organization
zations were not provided but
all of the money needed to received a little more than
$10,000.
host each of their events.
Because of the lack of
Chocolate
Club
President Matt Yeager ·funds, each retreat member
requested $4,300 for the had to pay more than $100
club's annual chocolate to attend, Eaton said
Many members could
show, chocolate making
workshops and member not afford to attend the
recruitment for the 2008- annual activity where cru2009 school year. The asso- saders have an opportunity
ciation received $4,000 to hear guest speakers,
from SGA, $500 more from attend concerts, worship,
relax and have a good time.
the previous fiscal year.
"I personally feel if we
The money was used to
pay for a trip to New York are given more money for
the bigger events, it will
and sweet workshops.
"We go to New York bring more people to our
City once a year to volun- smaller events," he said
Current
Senate
teer for the International
and
SGA
Chocolate Show," Yeager President
Brian
said in an e-mail. "It's an President-Elect,
incredible event with Peterson assured students
chocolate from all over the SGA has the student organization's best interest in
world.
"Our chocolate work- mind
Deciding who gets what
shops are an amazing
is
a
timeopportunity to reward our funding
dues-paying members with consuming process.
''.At times, it can be
a free trip to go create and
eat chocolate at Farris and stressful." Peterson said in
Foster's Chocolate _Factory. an e-mail "$14 million is a
It's a lot of fun and really is lot of money, and it's up to
you and the others on the
a high point of our year:'
No funds were provided committee to make sure
to help the group gather you are doing the best job
you can."
more members.
Stauffer agrees.
"Unfortunately,
the
"The A&SF Budget
extra $500 really wasn't as
useful as we had hoped," Committee spends a great
Yeager said in an e-mail. deal of time making deci''Because we were forced to sions on where to allocate
use it for certain specific funds and does so while
events, we didn't have attempting to provide the
money for other things greatest level of service to
the UCF student body," he
we'd have preferred said in an e-mail
such as recruitment."
Student organizations
Campus Crusade for
Christ also felt the effects of must go through a strict
paperwork process to be
unfunded events.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
$10,500
ECO-ADVOCATES
$5,500
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS
$8,500

considered eligible for
funds.
"The A&SF Budget
Committee listens to all
SGA
agencies
and
registered
student
organizations who request
money in the budget,"
Peterson said in an e-mail
"This in itself serves as
advice. We know what
they are looking for in
terms of the budget. We
also listen to the many
advisers that SGA has for
advice:'
Stephen Mortellaro, an
Eco-Advocate member and
Progressive Council cochair, understands funds
are difficult to distribute
and spoke about the student Senate gaining more
power over the funds in the
future.
'We are making moves
so that the senate has a
large control over the student organizations," he
said 'M of funding for student organizations needs to
be determined on the
event."
Eco-Advocates requested $12,200 for Earth Week,
Powershift, and Recycling
and Awareness Week. The
organization was provided
less than half of its desired
amount.
Still, Mortellaro did not
complain
"[Eco-Advocates] were
absolutely fine," he said.
'We did outside fundraising so even more people
could attend Powershift."
Other
organizations
also have ho complaints,
such as the American
Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, which
challenge its members to
raise the extra funds.
The organization on
campus asked SGA to help
fund two airplane competitions. One required AIAA
members to construct and
fly an electric airplane,
while the other tested the
group's skills in a heavy aircraft lift competition.
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Reetu Si~gla, a research analyst, shows students how to maintain stem cells in
the College of Biomedical Sciences' stem cell research lab on Thursday.

Study focuses
on diabetics
Al
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ly," she said.
Even so, Glass-Fletcher
said, they don't hope for or even want - totally
unregulated access to
human embryonic stem
cells.
"Everything needs regulation. The second there's
no regulation you have an
explosion of who-knowswhat," she said "But is stem
cell therapy a very important tool for our future? Of
course."
She pointed to· more
relaxed rules in European
countries giving them a leg
up on research in the U.S.
The students said they
recognize the future of
stem cell research as an
important one. Stenyakina
said the -stem cell class
helps prepare them for that.
"I daresay I would make
it a requirement for a biology or a [micro and molecular biology] major," she
said. "You need to know
these things. It's an emerging field."
To keep- the students
engaged and involved in
this research, Dinender
Singla invited the students
back to the lab, which is
typically accessed by very
few people due to sterilization concerns.
Samantha Steele, a senior micro and molecular
biology major, said she will
likely take him up on his
offer this summer. She, too,
said she believes such
research will be commonplace and stem cell classes
therefore standardized. But
right now, she said, there
isn't even a book available
- just a packet of copies
and Dinender Singla's lectures and PowerPoint presentations.

This is just what's done
to maintain the cells, Reetu
Singlasaid
''.Afterwards the real
thing starts," she said
Helping lead the tutorial
was UCF doctoral student
Carley
Glass-Fletcher.
Glass-Fletcher has been
working in the lab for
almost a year and a half,
performing surgeries on
mice that induce heart
attacks. She injected the
embryonic stem cells into
the mice's hearts near the
damaged areas and monitors them to see if the cells
regenerate and repair the
damaged tissue.
The mice are not ordinary mice, Glass-Fletcher
said. They're diabetic,
which is why she asked
Dinender Singla to take on
this research. She was diagnosed with type-1 diabetes
when she was 9 years old,
she said, and 90 percent of
diabetics die from cardiovascular disease.
"It's, very nice to work
with something you're passionate about," GlassFletcher said "Because it's
personal, it's passionate."
The researchers are
only working with the
embryonic stem cells from
mice now, but do have
human stem cells frozen in
liquid nitrogen for potential future use, Reetu Singla
said
She said embryonic
stem cell research will likely progress under President
Barack Obama's administration. Obama recently
freed up some federal funding for such experiments.
"It will really help the
people who are suffering
from the diseases, definite-
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Peak traffic times make
driving hard for students
FROM

Clothesline Project

Al

counters total the number
of vehicles that pass
through segments of each
road in both directions,
according to the county
Web site.
The traffic counting
occurs throughout the
year, said Darryl Johnson,
assistant project manager
at Orange County's public
work department in traffic engineering division.
The latest published data
was for 2007 and stated
that University Boulevard
had about 435,000 vehicles pass through daily;
this is about 140,000 more
cars
than comparable
segments of Colonial
Drive.
Senior English major
Nena Weinsteiger said
she liked the idea of the
expansion.
Weinsteiger said she
doesn't want to pay tolls
and takes University
Boulevard as a back road
because she comes from
Apopka.
"I think that it will give
[UCF drivers] a lot more
space," she said.
Jason
Carlisle,
a
cashier at the UCF computer store, said he
prefers to take University
Boulevard over Colonial
Drive because, "There's
more traffic [on] Colonial."
Carlisle said he prefers
University
Boulevard
over Alafaya Trail when
he leaves from work at
5:30 or 6 p.m. Alafaya
Trail's rush hours start
around 7:30 a.m. and 4
p.m., respectively, and its
road segment from University :6_oulevard to Colonial Drive has had about
126,000 daily traffic volume, last year.

CARS ON THE ROADS PER DAY
UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
435,000

COLONIAL DRIVE
295,000
ALAFAYA TRAIL BETWEEN
COLONIAL AND UNIVERSITY
126,000

MCCULLOCH ROAD BETWEEN
OLD LOCKWOOD/TANNER
ROAD
36,000
UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD EXIT
FROM S.R.417
64,000

-Orange County's public worlc department in traffic engineering division

East Colonial Drive has
four lanes and has had an
average of about 74,000
traffic volume per lane.
University Boulevard has
six through lanes, which is
the maximum in the
county, and has had an
average of 72,000 traffic
volume per lane, according to compared data of
the two roads.
Jessica Himmelberger,
a post-baccalaureate nursing student, also said she
prefers University Boulevard because "it's faster to
get to [campus] in the
morning."
Her travel time for her
7:30 a.m. class coincides
with University Boulevard's morning rush hour,
which starts at 7.
"Most of the time, I
take the main roads," said
Himmelberger, who hits
school traffic in the morning. "I just make sure that
I have enough time when
I leave for my 7:30 class."
She said drivers can
decide whether to take
back roads or main roads
based on individual preference.
On the other side of
campus, freshman George
Odell, a computer engineering major, comes
from Seminole County
and takes roads McCul-

loch and Tanner where he
encounters a four-way
stop instead of traffic
lights.
"That's the only problem I face," he said. The
roads get backed up
around 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
with UCF drivers because
it's a popular time to rake
classes, he said.
McCulloch Road's segment from Alafaya Trail to
Old Lockwood/Tanner
Road had about 36,000
traffic volume and its rush
hours start around 7 a.m.
and 5 p.m., according to
Seminole County's Web
site.
Odell does not need to
take main roads to get to
campus because he lives
nearby. He instead takes
back roads such as
McCulloch into UCF's
North Orion Boulevard.
As for back roads, ElAssar said one he wouldn't recommend is Rouse
Road because construction won't be completed
for another two years.
"[UCF drivers] should
just take the shortest
route. If their shortest
route is University or
Colonial, then they should
take that," El-Assar said.
"Ifthey take longer routes,
it will just increase their
delay."

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Criminal justice major Brendon Wikle and senior journalism majo~ Jennifer_ Larino hang T-shirts in the S~dent
Union for Victim Services' Clothesline Project. Victim Services provides T-shirts to be decorated and hung m the
Union to raise awareness about violence.
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Catching up

Knights split
midweek series
withUNF, UF

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brandon Romans, seen here earlier this season, was 2 for 7 during in the 2 games.

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor
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Junior defensive back Justin Boddie participates in drills during Tuesday's practice. Boddie is one of the several new starters in the
secondary this spring, after four-year starters Joe Burnett, Johnell Neal, Sha'reff Rashad and Jason Venson all graduated.

RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

It's a tale of two units for the UCF Football team when
looking at its wide receivers and defensive secondary.
For the receivers, it's a
group that boasts probably
the deepest core of players
since the Knights had Mike
Walker and Brandon Marshall roaming the sidelines.
As for the secondary, it is
trying to replace four graduated starters.
Here's how both units are
progressing as spring practice winds down and the
Knights prepare for their
annual spring game.

Wide receivers
After receiving a medical
redshirt last season, seµior
Rocky Ross rejoins a group
of receivers that comes back
in 2009 a lot deeper than it
was heading into last season.
Ross played four games
before breaking his collar-

older to look up to and
somebody that we can follow."
Despite injuries in the
spring, the wide receiving
corps is probably the deepUCF
Knights
est unit on the team other
than the defensive line.
Saturday, 2 p.m. j Bright House Stadium
In addition to Ross and
Newsome, the Knights welbone and finished with 180 come back Kamar Aiken
yards receiving and one and A.J. Guyton after they
touchdown, but his impact battled through injuries last
has been felt with a lot of season.
In nine games last season,
teammates this spring,
including
junior
wide Aiken recorded 20 receptions for 244 yards while
receiver Jamar Newsome.
"It's good, because he · Guyton missed the entire
teaches us," Newsome said season after tearing a knee
about having Ross back. "He ligament in spring practice.
With so many receivers
has been through so much
here. He did everything that
we are trying to do now, so it
PLEASE SEE WEAMS ON A8
helps us to have somebody

SPRING GAME

After winning its first
Conference USA series of
the season. the UCF Baseball team had the task of
playing two midweek road
games, one against North
Florida and one against No.
22Florida.
And
although
the
Knights (11-22 overall, 2-7 in
Conference USA) extended
their winning streak by beating the Ospreys 7-3 on Tuesday, they followed that with
a beating at the hands of the
Gators the next day.
Wednesday's blowout
was another example of
UCF's pitching woes, with
Florida freshman Preston
Tucker completing a sort-of
hat trick.
Preston hit a grand slam
in the fifth inning, a threerun home run in the sixth
inning and another grand
slam in the seventh inning.
Preston's bat propelled
the Gators to a 16-3 victory

GETYOUR
FACTS STRAIGHT
STRING THEORY
By beating North Florida, UCF
strung together three consecutive
victories for the first time this
season. It was the second time this
season that the Knights had won
consecutive games.
MAKING MISTAKES
Head coach Terry Rooney said UF's
Preston Tucker hit"three mistakes"
for his three home runs
Wednesday.
HEY,ARNOLD!
UCF senior outfielder Colin Arnold
amassed five combined hits
against North Florida and Florida.
SWEET SIXTEEN

The Gators and the Knights
combined to use 16 total pitchers
in Wednesday's game in
Gainesville.

against UCF, which had
been ahead 3-1 before the
first home run.
UCF head coach Terry
Rooney said it comes down
to his pitchers having a "perception of reality when they
pitch."
''If somebody can hit the
ball out of the yard," Rooney
said before Thursday's practice, ''it's not a good pitch."
The Knights never
recovered from Florida's
offensive explosion.
At the plate, UCFs Shane
Brown's hit streak came to
an end with his O-for-4 night,
but outfielder Colin Arnold,
with his two hits at the leadoff spot, extended his to 16
games.
Arnold is second on the
team with a 353 average, and
Rooney said Arnold is shining in the leadoff spot.
"Colin is one of the hardest playing kids I've ever
had, and that's why he's kind
of banged up with injuries a
little bit here and there,"
Rooney said Thursday. ''But
he's done a great job for us,
especially in the leadoff
spot."
The Knights used nine
pitchers against the Gators,
with shutout performances
by starter Austin Hudson
and Gil Gomez, who pitched
the ninth inning, bookending a rough night on the
mound
Six of the seven other
pitchers allowed an earned
run, with only freshman D.J.
Hicks, who pitched two outs
in the sixth, not allowing a
run. Cory Weech (3-1)
picked up the loss for the
Knights.
Tuesday's victory against
the Ospreys was the antithesis of the loss to the Gators,
as UCF used three pitchers
and held North Florida to six
hits.
Freshman Jordan Rasinski started for the Knights
and pitched 1.2 innings of
shutout ball. And although
Rooney said he continues to
be ll!lpressed by Rasinski, he
PLEASE SEE
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Home runs spark Knights' victory on road
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

Guided by two home
runs, the UCF Softball team
took a 4-3 road victory
against the Stetson Hatters
at Patricia Wilson Field in
DeLand.
The Knights improved to
19-21 on the year and are on
a
three-game
winning
streak.
Sophomore
Abby
McClain led the offensive
strike, as she has for most of
the season.
She had two hits, one of
them her fourth home run of
the year, two RBIs, and two
runs scored.

In the third inning,
McClain homered to right
field with freshman Natalie
Land on first, giving UCF a
2-0 lead.
The Knights gave up that
lead in the bottom of the
fourth, as the Hatters
evened the score.
UCF broke the tie in the
next inning, rallying for a
run as sophomore Tiffany
Lane scored off senior Breanne Javier's double.
The Hatters wouldn't go
away, though, and tied up
the game in the bottom of
the fifth inning.
With one out in the top
half of the sixth inning, senior Lindsay Dean delivered

the hit of the game when she
homered to left-center field,
and that was all the Knights
would need for the rest of
the game.
"[The two home runs
were] important for that
win," UCF head coach
Renee Luers-Gillispie said.
"We were 'Struggling to
move runners around -earlier on. We're getting runners
on and struggling to get the
key hits, and those two

II

Foru~esduring

the weekend:

www.UCFNews.com
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Breanne Javier, seen here against Iowa, was 2 for 3 with 1 RBI against Stetson.
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Weams ready to step up on D
FROM

A7

injured or recovering
from injuries, it makes for
more competition.
"It gets some people
fired up and some people
have to work to g~t better,"
Newsome said. "It forces
them to step up rather
than just being that person. A lot of people have
to step up and make plays
if they can, but they will
get a lot more opportunities."
Brian Watters, who has
struggled with injuries
thisspring,alsoreturnsto
the team as the leading
receiver from last season.
He caught 42 passes for
594 yards and three touchdowns.
Newsome,
Khymest
Williams and Richard
Jackson follow on the
depth chart.
Marquee Williams and
Austin Hudson have been
turning heads in spring
and are also hoping to
make an impact this season.
Newsome, who had
four catches for 81 yards
last season, is hoping to be
more of a feature in Char-

lie Taaffe's offense this
season.
"Hopefully, I do see
myself in this offense ...,"
Newsome said. "I know
the offense needs my
speed, so I basically have
to work hard for it to stay
that way."

Defensive backfield
A cornerstone for the
Knights' defense the past
four years has been the
secondary.
With starters Joe Burnett, Johnell Neal, Sha'reff
Rashad and Jason Venson
gone, the Knights have
plugged new players in to
try to fill the void.
Reggie Weams, Emery
Allen, Darin Baldwin and
Justin Boddie will try to
fill the holes left behind.
"I feel like the four that
left already, their shoes
can be replaced,'' Weams
said. "The four that we
have back there are willing to do the job."
In addition to those
four, Derrick Hallman was
moved from outside linebacker to safety, his natural position from high
school.
According to defensive

coordinator
Dave
Huxtable, Hallman is having
an
"outstanding
spring'' and should have a
huge impact on the secondary this season.
Weams is a fan of the
move.
"It's amazing, being
that he is my roommate,
too,'' Weams said. "Derrick Hallman brings so
much aggression to the
defense, so it's nice."
Two true freshmen are
also fighting for time in
the secondary.
Josh Robinson and Jar- rett Swaby are two early
Justin Boddie, 23, Darin Baldwin, 21, and Michael Greco, 2, look to rebuild a defensive backfield that had 18 interceptions last season.
enrollees that are trying to
make an impact for the
defense immediately.
Robinson, who has
been said to have "Joe Burnett-like skills,'' will also
be returning · kicks this
FROM A7
season, much like Burnett
had done in the past.
TEAM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FINAL
The Knights will hold a was more impressed with
walk-through Friday after- Brennan Dobbins, who
UCF- - - O -1- 4 0 0- 0 -1--0 - 1--+-7- noon, which is closed to relieved Rasinski in the sec- ond inning and pitched six
the public.
UN F
O O O O O O O 2 1
3
The last chance to see innings, allowing no earned
the team before preseason runs on three hits. With that
Dobbins
camp is at Saturday's performance,
evened
his
record
at
1-L
spring game, which begins
"That was huge for us;•
at 2 p.m at Bright House
Rooney said. "It was huge
Networks Stadium.
for us for a couple reasons.
One, obviously, it helped us
get the win, but it's huge for
us because when you play
two midweek games, somebody's got to be able to do
that at some point."
Rooney said that Dobbins' performance gave the
UCF bullpen a welcome
GOINGVARD
respite after the series
Sophomore Abby McClain hit her
against Memphis.
fourth home run ofthe season
UCF first baseman Kiko
against the Hatters, which ties her
Vazquez hit his seventh
AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
with Tiffany Lane for the team
home run of the year in the
UCF head coach Terry Rooney said UCF needs to focus on its individual growth.
lead.
second inning, and catcher/utility outfielder Brandon bly have to spend some time Injury note
THISIS ... UCF
Romans hit his team-leading worrying about Tulane senFor the time being, the
UCF heads into Friday's
10th ofyear in the ninth.
ior Sam Honeck, a power Knights will be without utildoubleheader three victories away
Now the Knights turn lefty who has been mon- ity infielder Kyle Mills, who
from 300 as a program. UCF and
their focus toward another strous at the plate this sea- was hit in the face with a
head coach Renee Luers-Gillispie
conference opponent when. son.
pitch Wednesday.
are 297-204-1 all time.
Honeck, who is leading
they host Tulane for a three"Unfortunately, Kyle got
game series at Jay Bergman C-USA is most major hitting hit with a pitch last night
categories, is batting .386 right on the side ofhis face,"
Field
with a 7-2 reeord in league
Tulane, consistently one with a .789 slugging percent- Rooney said. "It was just
play.
of the better teams in the age and a .497 on-base per- very unfortunate."
The Thundering Herd country, is 17-15 overall and centage. He has ll home
Mills, who battled and
boast .301 average as a
sits in last place in C-USA at runs to go with 48 RBIs in 32 overcame cancer in high
team, the best in the con- 1-5.
games.
school, was struck by a fullference.
In conference play, the
Rooney stressed the count pitch in the top of the
They are led by Green Wave were most importance of UCFs series third inning and will require
Melanie Stoehr, who is recently swept by No. 2 Rice. win at Memphis and said surgery.
hitting .400 in 27 games
But Rooney, who said he that taking two ofthree from
Rooney said that he does
this season.
knows Tulane well from his Tulane is the top priority.
not know how much time
On the mound, pitcher two years spent at LSU, said
''I think any time you can Mills will miss.
Katie Murphree is 8-4 he tries not to dwell too win a series in conference,
"Right now, I don't have
with a 2.58 ERA with 64 much on the team's oppo- it's an accomplishment," an exact answer on what the
strikeouts.
Rooney said. "That's what diagnosis is;' Rooney said ''I
nent.
UCF and Marshall will
''I don't really focus a lot you're playing for each do know he is going to be
play a doubleheader today on who we're playing, I weekend, is simply trying to out for a little while."
starting at 3 p.m., with the focus on more about the win the series."
series finale Saturday at process with our guys,"
The Knights and the
ForuP<lc!tesfrom
noon.
Rooney said ''.And that's all Green Wave start their
the weekend:
All games are at the we need to worry about."
series today at 6:30 p.m. at
www.UCFNews.com
UCF Softball Complex.
The Knights will proba- Jay Bergman Field

A7

home runs were critical
for the outcome of that
game."
Junior pitcher Kristina
DeMello started and lasted four innings in the circle.
She allowed three runs
on three hits, two of them
earned in the bottom of
the fourth.
DeMello walked two
and struck out four, taking
a no decision.
Wednesday's performance was a sharp contrast
to her 13-strikeout pitching performance last Saturday.
"With Kristina, actually she wasn't moving well
with her pitches," LuersGillispie said. "In that earlier inning, we worked a
little bit on trying to find
her spot [on] her curveball. She wasn't getting
good movement on her
curveball.
"We were already looking at the inning before
that we may_have to make
a change, so [Ashleigh]
Cole was already ready,
warmed up and ready to
go, and once she gave up
the home run, we knew
that it was time, and I

GETVOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
LET'S GO STREAKING
With the victory against Stetson,
the Knights won their third
consecutive game, which ties for
their second-longest winning
streak this season.

DEALING FOR ADOZEN
Ashleigh Cole has been the
winning pitcher in 12 of UCF's 19
victories this season. Kristina
DeMello is second on the team
with5wins.

think Kristina knew it was
time to make the change."
Cole came in relief and
picked up her 12th win of
the season.
She pitched three shutout innings of relief, giving up just three hit and
walking one batter.
"[ Cole] did a great job,''
Luers-Gillispie said. "She
came and did a nice job
holding them and giving
us that win."
Now the Knights will
turn their attention again
to a conference opponent:
the Marshall Thundering
Herd.
Marshall is 21-10 and
leads Conference USA
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.
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Tour hunts, me~ts and plays with the lost souls of Orlando
NICK D'AMBRA
Contributing Writer

he sun set as I walked down Church Street toward
"Orlando Ghost Tours & Investigations." Carefree men
and women sat in Ceviche's sipping mojitos and eating
delectable dishes, as I strolled up to a small group of five people,
not knowing what to expect.
EMF dete.c tor, used to detect
changes in the electromagnetic
spectrum.
"Do you think we'll
come across anything?'' asked
Lynn Gabel. "Should we expect
some activity?''
"One never knows with the
spirits," Mahurin said. "They
come and go as they please."
Our first entry was ·into the
courtroom inside of the history
center. Immediately, we were
greeted by the smell of cherry
tobacco but only in certain parts
of the room. The scent followed
as ifthe wind was carrying it.
Mahurin said that a judge from
long ago was known for smoking
cherry tobacco while sitting at the

Mahurin said Emily was teasing. So Kiel tried again, this time

rolling it harder. 4gain the ball
stopped outside my reach in the
same spot.
Emily didn't seem to like me.
The fluorescent lights began to
hum. quietly at first but gradually
getting louder. That wouldn't
have seemed out of the ordinary
except for the fact that the lights
were off.
Mahurin informed us that
Emily wasn't happy tonight and
that we'd better leave before
something happened
We decided to check back in
on the courtroom to look at the
chairs. They indeed were moved

~all

1"know something was playing
with us in that room. I just know it."

11

These were my friends for the
night - my company while on a
search for supernatural spirits in
Downtown Orlando.
Among my group of ghost
hnnters was a young couple visiting from out of town and two best
friends, talcing a break from their
daily lives to go on a new adven- bench we were no more than 10
feet away from.
ture together.
And, of course, there was our
It smelled as if someone was
plucky tour guide Beau Mahurin smoking it right in front of us.
Yet, the EMF detectors didn't
- a self-described source of random and sometimes useless show much activity in the courtroom, so Mahurin decided to lead
information.
Our tour began with a briefbut us to the next and final stop on
informative speech on the four our tour, the old jury room.
Before we left, however, he
different types of ghosts: an
''Intelligent Hannt'' that can move instructed us to straighten up the
aronnd and interact; a "Residual jury's chairs because sometimes
Haunt'' that remains in spirit but the spirits move them around.
.
In the adjacent jury room, a litdoes not interact with the living;
an "Object Haunt," the spirit of tle girl named Emily haunts the
someone who is left behind and is room, playing with and teasing
attached to an object; and the . any occupants, Mahurin said
upon entering.
notorious poltergeist.
From one person to the other,
M~g our way through
downtown, we visited known the EMF showed strong readings,
haunted locations such as UCF's never lasting more than a second
Ymg Academic Center, originally until, it reached Mahurin.
Little Emily wanted to play.
a prominent funeral parlor.
He took out a rubber ball and
According to Mahurin, a
woman working in the offices one called us into a circle. He said if
day heard heavy footsteps up and we rolled the ball ·to each other,
down the hallway, even though no Emily would play with us if she
one was there. The footsteps got was in a good mood.
closer and she eventually locked
We started rolling it around
and nothing seemed out of the
herself in the bathroom.
After the tour downtown, we ordinary. It went from one person
entered the Orlando History Cen- to the other nntil, all of a sudden,
ter, the f'mal destination for our things got a little strange.
investigation.
The ball wouldn't
Mahurin skipped off and reach its destination no
quickly came back with a case full matter how directly we
of paranormal rolled it.
detecting
Lysette Kiel roiled the
ball toward me, and the
devices.
The
main ball slowed to a stop just
tool was the outside my reach.

- LYSETTE KIEL
GHOST TOURS & INVESTIGATIONS ATTENDEE

from where we placed them. It
looked as if an entire jury had sat
there and left since our visit.
"This is getting weird I know
those chairs were straight,"
Landino said.
Mahurin said that our group
seemed to be popular with the
ghosts, and we ~hould consider
ourselves lucky.
Tbe only thing we considered
lucky was that it was time for us
to go. If these ghosts had any
interest with us, we sure didn't
want to stick aronnd and imd out
what they like to do for fun.
"I know something was playing ball with us in that room. I just
know it," Kiel said.
Mahurin said that wherever
we are, there's always something
with us. It's just that sometimes it
chooses to act, and sometimes it
just observes.
That'll really help me sleep at
night.

1

j

For more ghosts:
www.UCFNews.com
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QuickFlix
by William Goss
Our film critic reviews the new
Hannah Montana film that's sure
to please your little sister and
Observe and Reportthat's sure to
please you.

~o~@~o~<@j~

Modem Culture Shock

by Kris Kelly

Tales of Viseria for PS3 gets a pirate
girl? Our culture columnist declares
mutiny on updated video games'
switched platforms.

Counter Culture
by Tyler Gillespie
Atrip to the eye doctor helps our
lifestyle columnist see the bright
(and dark) sides of relationships.

That's What She Says
by Billie Hartl

Sigh. Our relationship columnist is
breaking up with us. Read her final
column on the top 10 things you
should know about relationships.
For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com
I

MOVIETIMES

MATT MCKINLEY
Staff Writer

The duo performed at UCF on a two-month tour
to 32 cities, with Orlando being their third stop.
Unlike the ill-fated gigs they
}X)rtray on their self.titled HBO
show, the Flight ofthe Conchords
played to a full crowd at the UCF
Arena Wednesday night.
Tiie pair dubbed themselves
as "formerly New Zealand's
fourth-most popular guitarbased, digi-bongo, a cappella. rapfunk-cotnedy folk duo.''
fu the TV series, Bret M~nzie and Jemaine Clement play
themselves as a two-man novelty
band from New Zealand seeking
fame and success ~ New York
City. Among other adventures,
the band usually plays a gig at
some
little
dive
with
only
their
No.
' 1

fan and stalker Mel (played by
Kristen Schaal) in attendance.
Their subdued yet comical
antics and lewd lyrics have
drawn a strong following since
their 2007 series premiere and
release of their Grammy award.winning EP, "The Distant
Future.''
"You're guaranteed to laugh
and have a good time with the
Conchords:' said Allison Jacliimowicz, a ftesh.t:p.an cinema
studies majoi:
The Emmy-nominated show
hit its comedic stride in its second season with guest appearances from Jim Gaffigan and
Kristen Wrig. Unlike the first season. viewers could download
songs from each episode on
i'Thnes following its conclusion.
The Conchords are taking
flight on a two-month tour, hitting 32 cities tQ coincide with the
release of their second full-length
album on April 15.
Orlando was the third stop on
the tour, and Schaal opened for
them with prop comedy and a
pinch of Mel.

After some initial excitement
with their infamous· robot costumes from "'Ille Rnmans are
Dead;' the Conchords showed
their niche.
Dressed as usual with
Clement in blue denim and
McKenzie in a button-down and
tie, the two simply sat on stools
with their guitars and played
their musical parodies about
girls, love and conflict.
Songs with witty narration
such as ·~i the Racist Dragon..
drew laughs while crowd
pleasers such as "The Most
Beautiful Girl (In the Room).,
drew cheers.
•Clement intrcxluced their special guest as the "New Zealand
symphony orchestra." or NigeL
He played the cello and added
bass for songs such as "Jenny:'
"Business
Time,"
and
"Mutha'uckas."
'fracks .from the upcoming album included the rap
p~dy 'We're Both In
Love With a Sexy Lady•
with a seamless transition
into "Sugalumps." 'This drew
screams .from the women in the
audience as the Conchords got
up .from their stools for the first
time.

"They're both funny, but
Jemaine brings more character,"
said Summer Harrison. a junior
elementary education major.
But some students favor the
other half ofthe Conchords.
"Bret's the leader;· said Sean
F10Qd. a juniot media production
major. 'jemaine is the comic
relief: but he couldn't be what he
is without Bret."
The four-song encore included another favorite, "If You're
Into It," with Jemaine on the xylophone.
Despite a few forgotten lyrics,
the Conchords are getting back
mto tour mode after a year's hiatus. Clement answered song
requests coming from all angles
with. "You can't
yell out random
things
and
wait for us to
weave it into
gold"

OBSERVE AND REPORT (R)
Bi-polar mall security guard Ronnie
Barnhardt is called into action to stop
a flasher from turning shopper's
paradise into his personal peep show.
But when Barnhardt can't bring the
culprit to justice, a surly police
detective, is recruited to close the
case

CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Man behind comic
unmasks for fans

Directed by: Jody Hill
Starring: Seth Rogen, Anna Faris, Michael

Pena, Ray Liotta, Jesse Plemons

JOSH BROWNE
Contributing Writer

20th Century Fox

DRAGONBALL EVOLUTION (PG)
"Dragonball is adapted from the
manga created by Akira Toriyama;
the work was also turned into a
Japanese anime series that played all
over the world. It tells the story of an
alien sent to destroy Earth, who has a
change of heart and decides to join
the hurnans in their fight against
various aliens and bad guys. Justin
Chatwin is starring as the hero Goku,
while James Marsters will play the
villain Piccolo in the sci-fl adventure.

f .

Directed by: James Wong
Starring: Justin Chatwin, James Marsters,

Jamie Chung, Emmy Rossum, Erika Tamura, Joon Park, Chow Yun-Fat, Texas Battle,
EmieHudson

COURTESY EGON ENDRENYI / COMEDY CENTRAL

Sean Maguire and India de Beaufort star in ComedyCentrafs new 1V show, KrodMandoon and the Raming Sword ofFire.

Krod's cast in our hot seat
Who doesn't want to have boys. Every now and then
a giant flaming sword?
when things did get a bit
CFF: India, is it funny and really psychotIf RENO 9Il/ and The strange to play such a sex- ic someone [had] to step
Lord of the Rings had a ually promiscuous char- in. Sean (Maguire) even
love child, its name would acter?
had to step in to whip me
be Krod Mandoon and the
India de Beaufort: in shape when I lost conFlaming Sword ofFire.
You think it would be, but trol. They would always
With
its
wacky it's actually kind of free- come over to my apartattempt to bring light ing. It's a lot of fun, and it's ment, and I'd have my
humor back into the Dark ld.nd of nice to be allowed candles out and have it
Ages, Comedy Central's to get away with a bit sort of homey, but of
new and innovative tele- more.
course the boys' apartvision show promises to
CFF: Are you fans of ments are men's apartwow the fantasy-loving The Lord of the Rings ments. It's just a different
crowd with medieval movies and other fantasy feel. I'm ld.nd of the mama
swordplay and modern flicks?
some of the times.
punch lines.
CFF: India, you date
De Beaufort: I've
The show stars Sean always been a fan of any- Sean Maguire's character
Maguire (Meet The Spar- thing that I can watch and on the show. Would you
tans) as Krod Mandoon, disappear for an hour or ever consider dating him
the
flaming-sword- two. I think Lord of the in real life?
wielding protagonist, and Rings is a huge phenomeDe Beaufort: (laughs)
India de Beaufort (Run non. I've always been a He's right there. Sean
Fatboy Run) as Aneka, big fan of TV shows like (Maguire) and I are very
Krod's sexually-unbri- Xena, Charmed and Her- good friends. I love him to
dled warrior girlfriend, cules. I watched those death, and he's a fine
who travel around with a shows a lot as a kid. Even catch for anyone who
band of dimwitted, war- Harry Potter I absolutely Jandshim.
riors to battle the evil adore. I enjoy all that ld.nd
CFF: If you got in a
Chancellor Dongalor.
of stuff. Somebody has fight with Krod ManThe Future recently created everything down doon, who do you think
had the chance to speak to the games and the dif- would win?
to Maguire and de Beau- ferent characters and the
Maguire: I think Krod
fort about the new show, back story. That's defi- (Mandoon)
would
whoop my [butt]. I've
fiery swords and warrior nitely interesting.
rom.ance.
CFF: In a Comedy been punched in the face
Central
Florida Central interview, India, many times.... He would
Future: How does it feel you said that you 'whip definitely take me down.
to wield a sword of flam- the cast into shape on and
Krod Mandoon and the
ing fire?
o.f f the set.' What did you
Sean Maguire: It's- mean by that? .
Flaming Sword ofFi.re prevery exciting and someDe Beaufort: Well it's miered Wednesday night,
times a little hot and a lit- me with the guys, and I with repeats showings on
tle painful, but it feels love them to death, but Saturday at 7 p.m. and
good, and it's a lot of fun. you know boys will be 7:30 p.m.

KEVIN HERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

Dragonball Ewlution
(PG) 9:40am 12:35 2:55 5:15 7:2S 10:15

12:20am

Hannah Montana:The Movie
(G) 9:00am 9:30am 11 :30am 12:00 2:00 2:30
4:30 5:00 7:00 7:30 9:30 10:00 12:00am
12:50am

Observe and Report
(R) 9:10am 10:15am 11:50am 1:002:20 3:15
4:405:357:208:159:4510:4012:10am
12:55am

Adventureland
(R) 11 :40am 2:15 5:10 7:50 10:30

Fast & Furious
(PG-13) 9:20am 9:50am 10:05am 11:45am
12:0512:30 2:2S 2:40 3:05 4:25 4:55 5:2S 5:40
7:35 8:00 8:2S 9:3510:1010:3511:00 12:15am
12:45am
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio
1:056:55

Monsters vs.Aliens:An IMAX 3D
Experience
(PG) IMAX 30 Screen Showtimes

11 :35am 1:55 4:20 7:15 9:40 12:05am

12Rounds
(PG-13) 9:35am 12:25 4:35 7:109:5012:35am

The Haunting in Connectiart

' I

(PG-13) 10:20am 12:45 4:45 7:5510:20

•
•
•
•

1:05am

Monsters vs.Aliens
(PG) 10:00am 12:40 3:00 5:308:1010:45

Monsters vs.Aliens 3D
(PG) Digital 30 Showtimes
9:15am 12:102:355:057:4510:0512:30am

Duplicity
(PG-13) 9:25am 12:203:106:5010:50

ILove You, Man
(R) 9:45am 12:15 2:50 S:458:2010:55

i•,,

Knowing
(PG-13) 9:55am 12:50 4:10 7:05 9:55 12:40am

Race to Wrtch Mountain
(PG) 10:10am 12:554:15 8:0510:45

Sunshine aeaning
(R) 9:05am 11 :SSam 2:45 5:20 7:40 10:25

1:00am
-

Listings for Friday, April 10
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He has etched his way
into history, having drawn
some of America's most
iconic superheroes~ such
as the X-Men, Green
Lantern, and The Flash.
His artwork is shelved
in comic book stores all
across the U.S. and on
April 3, he came to Orlando.
Ethan Van Seiver, an
illustrator for DC Comics,
met and greeted fans at A
Comic Shop.
Van Seiver, known for
his work on New X-Men
and
Green
Lantern:
Rebirth, signed auto~
graphs for his latest work,
The Flash: Rebirth.
Van Seiver said his
interest in comic books
peaked after he read Man
of Steel, written and illustrated by John Byrne, but
then he took a hiatus for a
new interest.
"I sold all my comics
when I discovered girls
and didn't come back to
them until 19," Van Seiver
said.
He wrote his first
comic book, about a halfrobot, half-frog called
Cyberfrog. It did not do as
well as hoped, but it did
manage to catch the eye of
an independent publisher.
From there, Van Seiver
was approached by DC
Comics
to
illustrate
Impulse, a fading comic
book about the grandson
of Barry Allen, the second
Flash and the focus of The
Flash: Rebirth.
Van Seiver managed to
resurrect Impulse and
ended up penciling another 50 issues.
He has since gone on to
illustrate famous storylines with some of America's most beloved superheroes.
In The Flash: Rebirth,
Van Seiver is reintroducing Barry Allen, who was
killed off in the mid '80s,
to the company's cast of
characters.
Van Seiver said that
writing a comic book is a
lot like writing a screenplay for a movie.
"It's a chance to tell stories on an extremely small
budget," Van Seiver said.
t';

"You're in control of the
stories you tell. It's a
unique American art form
from where you can do
anything.''
Fans would agree.
"I'm drawn to the art,"
said Cameron Collins, a
local comic book fan and
future UCF student. "It's a
different medium to
express oneself. Books
have words, movies have
pictures and this is a way
to combine them both.''
Fans did not mind waiting around for Van Seiver
to finish because he not
only signed autographs,
he also drew sketches.
This gave him and his
fans plenty of time to discuss what they thought
about the latest issue of
The Flash and what direction the character is heading.
Aaron Haaland and
Jason Blanchard, owners
of A Comic Shop, were
pleased Van Seiver was
able to stop by the shop
and sign.
"He's an amazing artist
working on DC Comics•
biggest book right now,"
Blanchard said. "We're
very fortunate to have him
here at the shop.''
Blanchard said there
are many comic book
stores in America alone,
and A Comic Shop set up
the autograph signing a
year in advance.
A Comic Shop was the
only comic book store in
North America that Van
Seiver visited before he
left for a two-week booksigning tour in South
Africa.
"It was an honor to
have him here because of
all the comic book stores
he could have gone to, he
chose our store," Blanchard said.
A Comic Shop will be
hosting more signings
during the next month.
On April 15, Olivier
Coipel, illustrator of Thor,
will be signing autographs.
Jimmy Palmiotti and
Amanda Connor, writer
and illustrator for Power
Girl, will be at A Comic
Shop on May 6.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
~ phone: 407-447-4555
,, By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817
1

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

CLASSIFICATIONS

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Rate
100 HelpWanted:General
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tune C
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
C
175 Business Opportunities
B
200 For Rent Homes
B

325
350
375
400

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B

500 Announcements

A
B

225 For Rent Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease

B
A
A

600 Traver
700 Woiship

B

800 Miscellaneous

B

300 For Sale: Homes

B

900 Wanted

B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Dis1JiJution Drivas Waited!
Mon:lay, Wectles'.lay, Rmy:
tvbnrg routes 5:30a'n - 7:30am
Pa5Jl18I \€fide raµoo, 1ruck.or

508-3904formorede4ais.

Earn $1 o+ pel" tT. E-mail:
f3aiarmW@~.com
or cal Ben at 407-447-4555 ext 211

2 bedroom 2 bath 11:tNnhouse
far rent close 1D UCF on

PT/FT ApJ:ied Resem::h A5soc:iales.
Please email ctj:bs@aa.com

IMMEDIATB..Y
WEEKLY PAY NO WEEKENDS

Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.oom/ciassified

PHONE SA1£S EXPERIENCE

AHUGEPLUS
MAKE UPTO 3200.00A WEEK

Summer.Jobs

CO!v1MISSJON BASED
ANYONE CAN 00 rr ALL YOU
OOISREAD
SMALL OFFICE SO
EVERYONE MAKES MONEY
7 POSfTIONS AVAILABl.E
SENDAI.L RESUMES OR

-$2100
-Co-EdCarp

-seva,Wed,<s
-Room arx:! 8cud lncided

Get Pao 10 Play!
Toe Fbrida Bks Youlh Carp {FEYC)
needs male a,d female &rrmer carp
Cou1se1ors ~ 18 aid 4J. FEYC is
an overng,t carp localed off of

PREVIOUS 'v\lORK HISTORY
TO donthenet@gna1.com
1-9 ITlOrH!us 9:30"5:30 fri

Ovieoo Rrm lookirg for pat-tine
10 U-time office ~ Recei:mr,ist,gen office d.Jties.
Fax reSl.m810 407-268-3320
Looking for extra cash? Find it in here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view
all ads at www.UCFnews.com/ciassified

-HOUSEFORRENf5bed, 29:lath, 5rri1 from UCF,
nearWale!ford. Contl'd321-

SWr,efened. Basepay+rrieage.

Big Brail Wakl ConiJuler Sdernl,
Math, & Ergineelii:j MajJrs Wanted.

HIRING PHONE PROS

H!;jmay450 i1 Umalila, FL The

alafaya just 5 minutes 8Nlfl'/
from the college, low rent

$800.00 a month..caB far move
In special 407-792-8138
2/2 wAoft TowrtnJse 2 ITies from
ca-rµJS, off street pM<ing,
recently renovated. Aw.. &1
$895.00 m1h. Gal 407-340-8124
Waterbd Lakes:
I.age walafront h:mes & towrhoo1es
3, 4 & 5 bctm $1,215 & t..p. Ym:i Ind.
lnciviciJal Leases Aw..
407-7ro-0768 ensorroso@hotmai.com
www.F-orRentNeart.JCF.com
FIIl (pool),Easy (al 1ied floors),1..age (41.3), Converient (dose to
l.CF) Great,stu:lent home @
$2000.tno! (904) 471-8865
www.~.com

carp n.nsJu,e8tthJuy 25lh. Please
oonta:t Klys Rajar-d at8X>&3-1673
e><t251 or352-4554267

'

MF wanted farfunished 32
home on lake. Walled Conm, 6
mlns 1D UCF. $500tno incl utlL
Non-Smoker, sec sys, pool &
tennis.
Avalallle lmniedlalely
Cal 407~60, 239-707-4448

FURN.PARK SPACE,PVf Bl!.TH,IN 2/2 UCF 10MIN $450MN
$450sec,+1r.!uti NONSMOKER
STEVE 4072674982
4 Rooms for rent in a~- $525 & 4J.
Yao aid Util. Ind. 2 mile$ 10 UCF.
lrrlvidual leases. l'v1onth to month avail.
www.ForRentNearl.CFcom

New home in Avalon Paik
l..alai, plVt h:lttl.b, satelite, Wi-R.
$ 1 ~ all utils iti:I. J. R. 407-9'Zl-7ITT6

2 Rooms avail. in sperious h:Jme Wit\
fX)Ol 3 rries from UCF. $500$425 mo
AL1.. Util. Ind + maid servioe. Sieve
305-:?B1-G104 scasios76@ool.com

125

Room for Rert, rrnJIBs from
UCFI $000,tno., Utilities, Ca:lle,
3'2f,7

MAJORS!
Available! Flex hous (10-1!w.'81!k).
Great ..xpe, lei iCi:11 Fasl-paced work
envlronmenl Must be energetic,

Roommales WMBd 10 shcre 41.2
tiorre near UCF. Pels ok.
$44Gtnonlh + 1/4 of!he utiities.
954-647-4519.

creallve, hmtkvortdngl
UCF creclt available.
Send resume w/ cover leller and
availability 1D

Rooms~ SQ.5
belird UCF $450trooth ird.rlrg
all utilities. Cal l..aLra at
407-491-1200. =)

Sumner Marketing lnlemshlp

1rtshal@KnlghtNa--spq:,en~.com
PT position avail 2 or 3 days pel"
week. Expw/lawn eq.iJ:rnerlt
~ I Sta1rg at $9-9.00tY. Rex
h-s, ~ Coola:;t Dale

Sorensen at 407-601-23CY2.
P1a::e }O.r oo in ninutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.~.cx:mtlassifieds

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

----1

www.workforstudents.com

P/TDog;iyDa;ccraa5SOCiale
posis1o'ls av.ii. Must l..ol,e Dogs.
VeM<emel Exp. a plus!
Locations in 0i1am cm Sarbtl
"**wv.w.cbgdayaflemoon.net***
emailre&.meto
inb@dog1ayallermon.net

n
asADlansE

n

LCF Area re-NTOWNI-OMES
Tie irs, chJs tcris,al aphles,
resv par1<, 2b2:>,1 year lease $750
& $875-tm first mo+ sec dep. 321536-543) jamakavi@gnai.com

DEAN AND UNIVERSITY
38D2BA..2car~.pivale
bed .m bath. ferced t:a::kyaJd.
$1175.rno rert 407-592-2043

Fa- REf1I nea- 417 a,d Lk1\lersity.
$55Gtro. bectoom, sitti"g room
,:rivate bath in my home.
407-595-3398 a<ll< for Kathleen.

.m

Beautifij 3Q a.JSlcm ctpex. 2 mles 10

LCF. 1150 &I ft Aw!iarnlS & lawn
ser.-icen:I. Non-srroki-g. $125Gtno.
+ sect.lily deJx)sit. 407-359-6001

LpscaJe home for rent, 3 bectoom, 2
ftJ balh, ~ . ferced yad, al
~ wa'Sher.ttya; yad
mai11enan:Je, 2 rrti from LCF. Close
to400/417, ~ arx:!
Wa1efford Lakes. Pets web:rne.
Reooy10 mow i1 lrrmedately.
Cal 407-31o-8001 for more i1lorn7ation.

5 3
5

@

7

rouse,

Share w/ 1 personVery rice
newer 4 b' 2 ba on bus roue,
screen patio. Responsi:Jle i:atY

any. 407-970-0097 Roo

Tv..o Rooms for Rent Gated
Corrmuity 5 rrin.Jtes from LCF.
Lager Room $550Smalef' Room
$400
1/3 electrx:, internet, drectv
indl.decl ff i1leresta:t cal
407.376.1636

2

4

3

6

2 3

1 5

2

4

Rooms for rent in 6
bectoom home. Betrd UCF.
lntemeteable, utiities, w,o,
cflShwasher, CXll1'lTUity fX)OI,
$550.tnonth. At.g.Jst lease
~for00/10 S'.l'IOOl }e011
Mf: Call 407..fY&fflJl or
321-438-1354

Wreless ind. Call Ri::h,407-883-

.____

$19
$13

suldolku

9

B6.R'TB',IDERS WANTED.
$300 a day po(eriial.No
Experieru3 Neoosscsy. Trai"irg
Provided. /.lg: 18 + OK 0000056520 x 107.
Expelierced female balroom
dcn:e1ecd'lerWcrl!Ed.
Cass =l:.eny area
407-491-2573

•

~

$13
$9

6 1

: ,~100

•

Rate B

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

/

..

Rate A

4

..... ....... ............. .........,,,_,,.

5

6
1 9

···-··-·····

3

9

7 6

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
·column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

r

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
1
5
10
14

15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
26
29

31
32
33
37
41
42
43
44
45

47
51
53
55

56
59
62
63
64
65

66
67

ACROSS
Reason to wed
Calculator
Ward, for one
Sashes of the
East
Prayer hour
"Ach!"
Completes
Darn
Harness part
Grow incisors
Block
Lets go
Backslide
Suffix for violin
or balloon
Island by a
lagoon
Big club
Warmth
Desert in time of
need
One who lacked
freedom
Payment
_acid
Four-legged
animal
Scab's
opposite
Unsightly marks
Holy
List of changes
Nigeria's
neighbor
Product sold by
the gallon
Normal
Rat's follower
Liqueur
Locale
Littler
Covers up
First lady's man

DOWN
1 Cabin materials
2 Musical

instrument
4 Consonant
Ridicule
Male bee
Old French coin
MIiitary unit:
abbr.
1 o Wood cutter
6
7
8
9

"'·

4/10/09

Cl 2009 Tribune Media Servicea, Inc.
All rights reserved.

11 Upper crust
12 Shaping tool

13 Forehead stuff
18
19
23
24
26
27

28
30
32
33
34

35

3 Look at
5 Capital city

\

36
38
39
40
44
45

on 2/25/09
Batter's delight
Weight
Divide by two
Little , for one
Unhealthy
sound
Nice seasons
Banking
transaction
Notice
Consumed
Weather
forecast
Actor Estrada
Undesirable
spots
God of thunder
Suppositions
Monster·s
home
City on the Rio
Grande
Regarding
P lot

46
47
48
49
50
52
54

Small amounts
Leaflike part
Box
Wall hanging
Floating devices
Was painful
Part of the foot

56 Word with iron
or lock
57 Dog on an old
TV series
58 Look like
60 Numerical prefix
61 UN member

.

.'

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

3/212 Ashirgton Par1< h:luse for
rent nea- l.CFI $1275.tron1h
(407)482-8598
AvalableAl.gust Dlpex i1

DU

~~

EEDS!

~......

BffllllllDIIJ•
ANYTHING YOU WANT

WE'll HElPI.-

C11t TODAYI 401-441-4555

YO

Sherwood Forest Y..!
$950tno & 22 $750mo
Close10 UCF. W/D, cishwasher rd.

can 407-937-2900 or 402-3)8.7577
211.5 Towrrome. Wai<rg
dslance 10 UCF. $000,tno. $500
Secuity. Al lllits have W/D, nice
& deai,1OOOsf.
Call Jim 407-592-3801

Toe l...dt&(male)1 b'-1 bathfunisha::1.$649.00h::l.util,ca:ie,internet,w!ci' in i.rnpool,wtt.rm.et l.CF-611'1,Ful ~15mi1.GrtP!ooe 407.234.5853
SUBI...EASE: ~uy 2009
Female tJr room w/ own bath

ina~~atToe\/lcgeat
Alalaya CU:l, dose 10 LCF
ca-rµJS. Fu! imaities, uities
ind. except overage. $45Qmnh
Cora;tChelsea; 904-601-9240

UCF/NE ORlANDO
Colonial Pcin1e l..1.oo..iry Apls
1 & 2 Beciooms Free W/D, pool,
fitness oenter, patios.
Z300 Eron Cir. 407-67!Hl061

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
ltme. 'Medical, "Busi1ess,
"Paralegal, "Co!Tl)Ulers, *Crimnal
Jusoce. Job pooernent
assislarce. ConiJuler avaiaje_
Fi1a'rial Aki if q..iali1iecl.
Call (866)858-2121
www.CenluaOnlne.com.

Selling Something? With our 85%

sua::ess rate, it's as good as gone! To

-l

place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knigh1newspapers.com/dassifieds

Need a mobie medlanic?
Service at :Pr oonverien:e.
Calusat877-644-1192 www.-

nalionamobil€merom
Looking for extra cash? Find it ir;i here!
Dozens of jobs in each issue.Also view

all ads at www.UCFnews.oom/ciassffied

COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your coupons oriline at
www.KnightNewspapers.co'l!'I

•

,

I
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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ONYOUR.CELL PHONE

I

FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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· To: 44636

UCFNEWS

From: 44636
Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

i'l

+

Reply A to set alert.

l .

...

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to. 44636?·

..

<!Central 3=foriba 3=uture
•

•
•
•

Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEVVS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
' L-----+"--------.JI---------------------J'-------1. _ _ ____.,.___.

